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The state is in great limelight
because of its deeply rooted
culture, adaptability to new
trends, revolutionizing the
ancient tradition and parallel
acceptance of tradition as well
as modernity. Be it Madhubani
art on cloth or artistic
embroidery like zari work, Patna
is firmly rooted in its roots.
Kashida being the centre of
embroidery, the state excels in
other categories of textile
printing as well. We can see a
balanced relationship between
modern and ancient Bihar.

Fashion is an ever-evolving entity that transcends boundaries, serving as a
visual and material manifestation of one's evolving identity and its
interconnectedness with diverse interpretations. It encompasses a
dynamic interplay of mixing, borrowing, ownership, and evolution, while
concurrently emphasizing the principles of matching, creation,
differentiation, and continuity. The aspect of fashion, once confined to the
monopoly of the Western paradigm, is now embracing a more
democratized outlook, witnessing the gradual disintegration of its
traditional systemic confines.

Bihar is still cherishing its rich history. Its many contemporary crafts such
as zari work, artistic textile fabrics and textile printing are highly praised
nationally and internationally. The state is also not far away in
handicrafts as it is known for bangle making, khatwa works and
stonework. The name Bihar is widely accepted as a trendsetter due to its
emergence in various fields of fashion.



THE 
CULTURE,
TRADITION & ART.
Fashion perpetually evolves, transcending boundaries and serving as a visual and material expression of one's
evolving identity, establishing connections with diverse interpretations. It encompasses the intricate blend of
mixing, borrowing, possessing, and evolving, while concurrently emphasising matching, creating,
differentiating, and enduring. The dimension of fashion embracing greater democratisation heralds the
dissolution of the Western paradigm's monopoly, as the fashion system undergoes a transformative
disintegration. Nestled in the heart of India, Bihar boasts a rich heritage, resonating with historical significance.
The state's cultural tapestry is woven with vibrant threads, reflecting a timeless legacy of art, literature, and
traditional craftsmanship, contributing to the nation's diverse and multifaceted cultural mosaic.



This prestigious fashion
event caters to the needs of
style bloggers, makeup
artists, emerging designers,
and models. The fashion
showcase aims to provide
aspiring designers and
models with a platform to
kickstart their careers in the
capital. Furthermore, the
event offers established
brands from India and
abroad an opportunity to
present their latest
collections.

With the goal of presenting a diverse range of collections suitable for various occasions, this event serves as a premier
platform for emerging talents to step into the realm of fashion. It provides each talent, whether aspiring to be a model,
designer, fashion blogger, or makeup artist, with a spotlight and exposure to enter the enchanting world they aspire to
be a part of. Prepare to be captivated by the unveiling of talent on this single-day "Fashion & Lifestyle Runway Show."  
The Bihar Couture Runway draws profound inspiration from Bihar's esteemed and culturally rich heritage, celebrating
the myriad indigenous art forms embedded in the region. This unique platform showcases participants who artfully
exhibit their craftsmanship on a diverse range of materials, including Tussar silk, Khadi fabric, zari, khatwa, and stone
works. Each participant contributes to the cultural tapestry by infusing their creations with the essence of Bihar's
traditional arts and crafts. The event serves as a homage to the state's vibrant cultural legacy, fostering a showcase
where designers pay tribute to local traditions through the medium of high-quality fabrics and intricate embellishments.
The Bihar Couture Runway, thus, becomes a dynamic canvas where the past meets the present, celebrating the timeless
artistry that defines Bihar's rich cultural identity.
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Indian SuperModel
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We are searching for new
planner with additional
customer creative mind
designer.All shows pro
originators from Bihar,
Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad,
Kolkata, Bangalore, and
Lucknow.

The objective of a planner
is to tune in, watch,
comprehend, identify,
relate, & gather bits of
knowledge that empower
him or her to make the
undetectable, noticeable.
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Nitika Satya
Mrs. Galaxy India 2023



WHAT WE OFFER TO
DESIGNERS..?

Showcase of 15-35 ensemble.

1000+premium guest invitation.  

Leading models of the industry.

Featured in media net section,

for each show.

Extensive promotion through

digital media in national level.

Opportunity to share the

platform with the leading

designer of the industry.

Post show media coverage and

promotion on social media at

national level.

Coverage through all leading

newspaper and news channels,

mention in pre-launch

conference.

Hashtags and shares of posts

will be ensured across all the

social media platforms used by

models & team BIHAR

COUTURE RUNWAY.
Sejal Gupta

Miss Teen International 2023
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APPLICABLE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY
OFFICIAL BIHARCOUTURERUNWAY PAGES 
PER GEN NEXT DESIGNER- 15 ENSEMBLES
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNER CAPSULE VIDEOS  
EXCLUSIVE DIGITAL MEDIA & GOOGLE NEWS
COVERAGE
BIHAR COUTURE RUNWAY WEBSITE

GEN NEXT  DESIGNER SLOT

OFFICIAL BIHARCOUTURERUNWAY PAGES 
PER DESIGNER- 24 ENSEMBLES
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNER CAPSULE VIDEOS  
EXCLUSIVE DIGITAL MEDIA & GOOGLE NEWS
COVERAGE
FASHION MAGAZINES
BIHAR COUTURE RUNWAY WEBSITE.

DUAL DESIGNER SLOT

OFFICIAL BIHARCOUTURERUNWAY PAGES 
PER DESIGNER- 30 ENSEMBLES
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNER CAPSULE VIDEOS  
EXCLUSIVE DIGITAL MEDIA & GOOGLE NEWS
COVERAGE
FASHION MAGAZINES
BIHAR COUTURE RUNWAY WEBSITE.

SOLO DESIGNER SLOT

DESIGNER SLOTS

Sujo Mathew
Super Model & Actor



OPENING & GRAND
FINALE SHOW

OFFICIAL BIHARCOUTURERUNWAY PAGES.

FULL FLEDGE SOLO SHOW SLOT.

CELEBRITY SHOWSTOPPER.

FASHION MAGAZINE

BIHARCOUTURERUNWAY WEBSITE.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNER CAPSULE VIDEOS

&PICTURES.

Shreya Poonja
Femina Miss India 1st RU 2023

EXCLUSIVE DIGITAL COVERAGE PROFILE ON

GLOBAL MEDIA & GOOGLE NEWS.

MEDIA BYTES.

CLIENTS MEET UP.

BRANDING COLLATERAL ON ALL PRINT MEDIA

MEDIA BYTES & INTERVIEWS

PRINT MEDIA COVERAGE ON TOP NOTCH

NEWS PAPERS.
Jitesh Thakur

Mr. Supranational India 2016



GRAND FINALE                                                       2.5 LACS

FINALE                                                                       1.8 LACS

SOLO SHOW                                                            1.2 LACS 

DUALSHOW                                                              90 K

TRIPLE SHOW                                                          80 K

BOUTIQUES GEN NEXT                                        70 K

EMERGING DESIGNERS                                       50 K

CATEGORY AMOUNT

DESIGNERS ENSEMBLES



SPONSORS PARTICULARS

PRESENTED BY                                                      10  LACS

TITLE SPONSOR                                                    8.5 LACS

POWERED BY                                                          07  LACS 

COPOWERED BY                                                    06  LACS

ASSOCIATE SPONSORS                                      03  LACS

SPONSORS                                                               1.5 LACS

PARTNERS                                                                01  LACS

GROUND PARTNER                                               50  K

CATEGORY AMOUNT

**Terms & Conditions apply





SEASON-1 SPONSORS

SEASON-2  SPONSORS



BRANDING OPPOTUNITIES

SEASON 1 & 2 MEDIA COVERAGE



 LEADING NEWSPAPER



MAGAZINE 



CELEBRITIES

ZEENAT AMAN SHREYA POONJA DEEPTI GUJRAL MUGDHA GODSE

JITESH THAKUR MANMOHAN TIWARI THOMSON ANDREWS RISHIKA SINGH CHANDEL

SEJJAL GUPTA SUJO MATHEW NITIKA SATYA
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VENUE

GYAN BHAWAN, GANDHI MAIDAN PATNA

Gyan Bhawan (InternationalConventionCentre),is being built on the lines of  Delhi's  Vigyan
Bhawan. The green and quake-resistant complex, spread over 11.82 acres will b e in two parts
linked with a subway. Complex will have several halls of different capacity including banquet
hall, food courts and service area. It will also have basement  parking for 450 vehicles and open
parking lots for 500 vehicles. International Convention Hall o r Gyan Bhawan will have sitting
capacity of 5,000, will be a signature building.



WHERE TRADITION,
CULTURE MEETS

FASHION.
T H A N K  Y O U

BIHARCOUTURERUNWAY 9953435605, 9953124799

Biharcouturerunway@gmail.com www.biharcouturerunway.com

C O N T A C T  U S -



SHOW 
ADVERTISING DETAILS



PRE GOOGLE NEWS

PRE GOOGLE
NEWS WITH
SPONSORS

NAME



POST GOOGLE NEWS



POST GOOGLE NEWS



PRE
MAGAZINE
COVERAGE 



POST MAGAZINE 



PRINT MEDIA





DAKBUNGLOW HOARDING 

MITHAPUR HOARDING

HOARDINGS



PRINT COLLATERAL 

Invitation card front Invitation card back



PRINT COLLATERAL 

Pass Back

Pass Front



Media Check boards 

standee backdrop standee backdrop

Media Check boards 
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